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0. The Existence Theorem. Let a{\ b{ for l^i, j^n be real valued

functions of class C3 defined on a connected open set X in real Euclidean n-space,

such that for each x = (xi, • • • , xn) in X, aij(x) is a positive definite symmetric

matrix. Let B(X) be the Banach space of all real-valued bounded measurable

functions f on X, with the norm |[/|| =supIgx |/(x)|. Then there exists a family

of linear transformations P' on B(X), O^t < oo, such that

(1) P'P° = P'+>,

(2) Ik'/N 11/11. fEB(X),
(3) P'f^O        if/£ 0, fE B(X)

and such that whenever f is of class C2 vanishing outside a compact subset of X,

" d2f(x)        " df(x)
(4) lim t-\P'f(x)  - f{x)) =   E  «*'(*) -jiii + E Hx) -^-L

Uo iJ=i dXidXj       ,-=1 dXi

uniformly for x in X.

Similar theorems have been proved under various restrictions on the be-

havior of the operator

n Q2 n Q

(5) A =   E   «"- + E A*-
ij=i        dxidxi        i„i       dXi

at the boundary. If A is formally self-adjoint or if it is semibounded, Hilbert

space methods have been used successfully in attacking the problem, e.g.

[12; 15]. If X is taken to be a compact manifold rather than a domain in

Euclidean space, Yosida [14] has solved the problem by means of his theory

of semigroups, and also in various cases when X is not compact, e.g. [16].

Cases in which the behavior of a'' near infinity is restricted have been dis-

cussed also by Feller [3], Dressel [2], and S. Ito [6].

Our method relies heavily on the probabilistic interpretation of the Equa-

tion (4). As there is no added difficulty, we treat the case when X is a differ-
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entiable manifold. It is to be hoped that there is a purely analytic method

for solving the problem in sufficient generality. However, one compensation

to the probabilist for the artificiality of our method is that in the process of

proving the theorem we derive various interesting properties of the sample

functions of the Markoff processes associated with the operator A.

The first section is entirely self-contained and probabilistic in content.

1. Continuity of sample functions of stochastic processes. Let X, (R be a

measurable space; i.e., a set X with a c-ring 01 of subsets of X. Let 12, S, Pr

be a probability space; i.e., a measurable space 12, S such that 12GS and a

measure Pr such that Pr(12) = l. By an X-valued measurable function on 12

we shall mean a function £(co) defined for all coG12 and taking values in X

such that {co: £(to)G-E} is in S whenever E is in (R. By an X-valued random

variable on 12 we shall mean an equivalence class of X-valued measurable func-

tions, two such functions £(co) and £'(co) being considered equivalent when-

ever £(co) =£'(«) a.e. Throughout this paper we will use the notation £(co)

for a measurable function. The symbol £ with no argument indicated will

denote the corresponding random variable, the equivalence class of measura-

ble function equal a.e. to £(co).

This terminology differs from the standard language of probability theory

according to which "random variable" is a synonym for "measurable func-

tion." We wish to put the emphasis on what we have called random variables

for two reasons. Firstly, they are objects of greater intrinsic probabilistic in-

terest. Secondly, nondenumberable families of them can be manipulated more

easily than corresponding families of measurable functions. If X is the ex-

tended real line (containing — oo and oo) and 01 is the Borel sets of X, then

an X-valued measurable function (respectively, random variable) will be

called an extended real-valued measurable function (respectively, random vari-

able). Both extended real-valued measurable functions and random variables

form lattices under the formation of the maximum and minimum of two

functions or random variables. The following lemma is known: (cf. [ll])-

Lemma 1. The lattice L of all extended real-valued random variables on a

probability space 12, S, Pr is complete. Any family F contained in L has a counta-

ble subfamily F0 with the same least upper bound.

Proof. By means of the transformation £—>x_1 (arc tan £) we may assume

that for all £GP, ess sup | £| :§ 1. Let F' he the family of all least upper bounds

of finite subfamilies of F. Let a he the least upper bound of the numbers

f£d Pr, £GP'. Then —1 ^a^l. Since the real numbers are separable, there

is an increasing sequence £„ of elements of F' such that l.u.b.„ f^nd Pr = oc. For

each n, choose an element £n(co) of the equivalence class £n, let £oo(co)

= l.u.b.„ £n(co), and let £M be the equivalence class of £oo(«). Then if n is an

upper bound for F, and hence F', then ?7^£n for each n and so r)^£.x. Con-

versely, suppose that £ in F' were such that £x=£ did not hold. Then, if
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£(co) is any element of the equivalence class £, on some set E of positive meas-

ure, £(«)>&»(«)• Then l.u.b.„/max {£„(«). £(co)}c£ Pr(co)>a, which is a con-

tradiction. Hence the lattice L is complete. To obtain the countable family

F0 with the same least upper bound, notice that each £„ is the least upper

bound of a finite subfamily of F. Then we let Fo consist of all elements of F

occurring in the representation of some £n.

The lattice of all extended real-valued measurable functions is in general

not complete, since the least upper bound of a nondenumerable family of

measurable functions may fail to be measurable.

Theorem 1. Let X, Gibe a measurable space, p a metric on X such that X

is a complete metric space and all open sets are in (R. Let £2, S, Pr be a probability

space, I a closed interval of the real line, £;(co) an X-valued measurable function

on ft for each tEI. Then there exist X-valued measurable functions £/ (co) such

that for each t in I, £,' (co) = £((co) a.e. and £/ (co) is for each a a continuous func-

tion from I to X, if and only if the random variable defined by

(6) t? = g.l.b.       l.u.b.      p(£„ £.)

is equal to 0.

Remarks. We will call a family of X-valued random variables £(, tEI,

on 12 on X-valued stochastic process. When, as in the theorem, the £t(u>) can

be changed on null sets to become a continuous function of t we say that the

stochastic process has continuous sample functions. In general there is no null

set which will work for all /, but this is of no probabilistic interest.

Proof. For any family of random variables there is a countable subset

with the same least upper bound. Hence for each integer m there is a counta-

ble subset K(m) of I such that

l.u.b. p({i,{.)=        1-u.b.        P(ktA,).
I t—s\ <l/m;t,sGK(m) | (-s| <l/m; t.sel

Let K = (Jm K(m)\JQ, where Q is the set of rational points in /. Then n

= g.l.b.m l.u.b.i(-a|<i/m;(,8ejcp(fi, £») since in the definition of n the set of all

e>0 can be replaced by the set of all 1/m.

Since K is countable r\ is represented by the measurable function 17(01)

= g.l.b.m l.u.b.\t-,i<i/m.t,,eK p(£t(o>), P«(co)). But ri(u)=0 a.e. if and only if the

mapping t—>£<(co) is a uniformly continuous function from K to X ior all co

except those in a null set N. Thus if ?;(co)=0 a.e. we may define £/ (co) for

each co not in N to be the unique (since K was chosen dense in /) continuous

extension from K to / of this mapping into the complete metric space X. For

the co in N, £/ (co) may be defined to have some constant value. Then £/ (co)

is a measurable function of co, £<' (co) =£((co) a.e. for each t, and £/ (co) is a con-

tinuous function of / for each 03. Conversely, if such £/ (co) exist then the map-

ping /—>£<(co) must be uniformly continuous for t in any countable set K for

a.e. co, so that 17(co) =0 a.e.
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Corollary 1. If the interval I is infinite then the process has continuous

sample functions if and only if r\ defined as in the theorem for each compact

subinterval I' of I is equal to 0.

This follows immediately from the facts that the real line is the union of

countably many compact intervals and that the union of countably many

null sets is a null set.

We will need to apply Theorem 1 when the space 12 has certain special

features.

Corollary 2. Let X, p, 12, and Pr be as in Theorem 1 and assume further

that 12= IXos«oo X is the Cartesian product space of all functions from [0, oo)

to X and that £*(co) =a)(t) for 0^r< oo. Let S be the a-ring generated by the £(.

Then (6) holds if and only if the a-ring S and the measure Pr can be extended to

a a-ring S' and measure Pr' in such a way that the set A of all co in 12 which are

continuous functions of t is an element of S' and Pr' (A) =1.

Proof. The necessity of (6) follows immediately from Theorem 1. To

prove the sufficiency of (6), let Y be any measurable subset of 12 containing A.

We need only show that Pr(r) = 1. Since Y is in S, there is a countable subset

K of [0, oo) such that Y is in the o--ring generated by the £( with t in K. Now

co is continuous if and only if

g.l.b.        l.u.b.      p(fc(«), $.(«)) = 0
e>0        11 — s\ <t;t,»el

for each compact interval 7 contained in [0, oo). Since Y contains the set of

continuous functions and since it is measurable with respect to the £( with

t in K,Y contains

{co:g.l.b. l.u.b.        p(£((co), {.(«)) = ol .
1. t>0     | l-s\ <t;t,seir\K )

Therefore, by Theorem 1, Pr(r) =1.

Let the £(, tEI, be an X-valued stochastic process. We say that they con-

stitute a Markoff process in case

(7) Pr {{« G E\ &M ■ • ■ , fcj = Pr J£( G E\ £,„}

whenever h< ■ ■ • <tn<t are in 7 and EE®-- The notation in (7) denotes

the random variable which is the equivalence class of all functions which are

the Radon-Nikodym derivatives occurring in the indicated conditional proba-

bilities, cf. [l]. If p(s, x; t, E) defined whenever s<t are in 7, xGA^, EG& is

such that each p(s, x; t, •) is a probability measure on X, (R and each

p(s, ■; t, E) is a measurable function on X, and if

(8) Pr {£,GP|£S} = p(s, {,; t, E), s <l

then p(s, x; t, E) is called a transition function of the Markoff process.
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Theorem 2. If X, (R, and p are as in Theorem 1 and if the £t are the X-valued

random variables of a Markoff process with transition function p(s, x; t, E),

then the process has continuous sample functions if for each B>0,

lim (I - s)~1p(s, x; t, cNf>(x)) = 0
ll  s

uniformly for x in X and s in the closed interval I. (Here N$ denotes ^-neighbor-

hood, c denotes complement^)

Proof. GivenjS>0, e>0,let 5>0be such that for allx in X, s in I, we have

p(s, x; s + h, cNp(x))<he, for all 0<h<8. Let s = h0<hi< ■ ■ ■ <hk-i<hk

=s+5. Let

A = L: l.u.b. p(«.(«), {»,.(«)) ̂ 2p\,

B = {co:P(|,(co), £8+5(w)) >p},

Ci= {co: p(^(co), £.+a(«)) 2S/9},

Di = {co: p(5,(w), &,(«)) ^ 2/3} H PI   {co: „(£,(«), {»,(«)) < 2/3}.

Then Pr(^)^Pr(J5) + Ef-i Pr(C,n2?,.), for if p(£8(co), &<(«)) £20, then
by the triangle inequality either p(£s(co), £s+Ji(co)) £/3 or pfe/co), £„+a(co)) £p\

Therefore, since the Di are disjoint, we have

k

PrU) ^ Pr(73) + E sup p(hu x; s + 5, dV,(*))Pr(Z?0
<=.i   *

^ 5e + Se E Pr(A-) ^ 25e.
i=i

Since this is true for all finite sets of /?, in the interval [s, 5 + 5] it follows that

(9) Pr (  l.u.b.  p(|„ &) ^ 2/A £ 25e.

(That is, if we choose any representative 6 of the equivalence class in question

then Pr({co: 0(co) £2/3}) =S25e. We shall use notation of this type without

further explanation in what follows.)

If 7= [a, b], consider the points a+r(5/2), for all integers r in the interval

[0, 2(b-a)/8]. If \t-s\ <5/2 there exists an r such that 0^ \t-(a+r(8/2))\

<5/2,  0^\s-(a+r(8/2))\ <5/2.   It  follows  that

Pr (l.u.b. ptt«, £.) £ 4/3^ g E Pr f l.u.b. p(^ra/2), h) £ 2/A

_? E 25« ̂  (2(& - a)/8)28t = 4(6 - a)e.
T
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That is, changing notation, for each 8>0, lims,0Pr(l.u.b.|(_s|<s p(£<, £„)

^8)=0, and from this it follows that g.l.b.s>o l.u.b.k_,|<j p(£/, £s)=0. By

Theorem 1 the process has continuous sample functions.

Corollary. If U is an open subset of X, K a compact subset of U, then

Pr }£S+A G U for some h E [0, t] | £„ = x} = o(t)

uniformly for x in K.

Proof. The set AT is at a positive distance from cU, so this follows from

the inequality (9).

We are now in a position to prove that the Markoff processes associated

with parabolic differential equations have continuous sample functions.

Theorem 3. Let X be a second countable differentiable manifold of class

Ck, p(s, x; t, E) the transition function of a Markoff process on the one point

compactification X of X, As a family of differential operators with no zero order

terms such that for all functions f of class Ck with compact support in X,

lim (t - s)-*(f f(y)p(s, x; t, dy) - f(x)\ = A,f(x)

uniformly for x in X and s in I, for all compact intervals I. Then the process

has continuous sample functions on X.

Remarks. The point at infinity plays a double role in this situation. In

the first place, it allows for the possibility of absorption. For instance, con-

sider the process associated with d2/dx2 on (0, 1) with boundary condition

of absorption at 0 and 1. Then strictly speaking this is not a Markoff process

on (0, 1) itself since after a time the diffusing particle will be absorbed. We

may make it into a bona-fide Markoff process by compactifying (0, 1) by

the point oo and saying that the particle is at oo when it has been absorbed.

In the second place, even if we have an actual Markoff process on X itself,

we cannot expect the sample functions to be continuous in X itself since

they may reach the boundary at times. For instance, consider the process

associated with d2/dx2 on (0, 1) with reflecting barriers at 0 and 1. Then the

sample functions will pass through both 0 and 1 infinitely often. Thus the

general situation is for the sample functions to be continuous in X so long

as they are in X, and to converge to oo whenever t converges to a value for

which the value of the sample function is not in X. We state this more simply

by saying that the sample functions are continuous on the one point com-

pactification X of X.

Proof. Since X is assumed second countable X is a second countable com-

pact Hausdorff space, and so is metrizable. Let p be a metric giving the topol-

ogy of X. We wish to show that for all compact intervals 7 and 8>0,

lim(js (t — s)~Jp(s, x; t, cN$(x)) =0 uniformly for x in X and j in 7.
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Given x in X, let/ be a positive function of class Ck which is 0 on a neigh-

borhood U(x) of x such that the closure U(x) of U(x) is contained in Np/2(x),

1 on cNs/2(x), and such that either/=0 in a neighborhood of oo or/=l in a

neighborhood of oo. The former may be achieved if oo Gf7(x), the latter if

°o G U(x). Then either / has compact support in X or is of the form 1 — g

where g has compact support in X. In the first case lim(|a (t — s)^1(ff(y)p(s, z;

t, dy)—f(z))=Asf(z) and in the second case the same expression is equal to

Asg(z), uniformly for z in X and s in 7 in both cases. In either case the ex-

pression is 0 in U(x) since/ and g are constant in U(x) and As has no zero

order term. Since/ = 0 in U(x), lim(js (t — s)~lff(y)p(s, z; t, dy) =0 uniformly

for 2 in U(x) and s in 7. But by the triangle inequality Xcifpw =/ f°r ah z in

U(x). (For if p(w, z)^8, p(z, x)^/3/2 then p(w, x)^8/2 and sof(w)=l.)

Hence lim(is (t — s)_1p(s, z; t, cNB(z)) =0 uniformly for z in U(x) and 5 in 7.

The theorem follows from Theorem 2 by taking a finite covering of X by

sets of the form U(x).

Let us remark that since this proves the hypothesis of Theorem 2 the

corollary to that theorem holds in this case, too.

Notice that the theorem makes no assumptions about the class of X or

regularity of the operators A8. The only properties of As that we have used

are that if/ is constant in an open set U and in the domain of As then ^4s/=0

in U, and that the domain of As contains sufficiently fine functions so that

the Urysohn lemma is valid for functions in the domain of At. For this type

of operator Theorem 3 is true for any second countable locally compact Haus-

dorff space. Heuristically also this is the reason for sample function continu-

ity. The operators As govern the transitions for infinitely short time: since

they are local a particle can have come from only an infinitely short distance

in an infinitely short time, and so travels continuously.

With our formulation of the problem, however, the assumption that the

operators A s have no zero order term cannot be dropped. For let ^4 „ = .4 = — 1,

p(s, x; t, E) = e~(t~a)XE(x) + (1 — e~t-'~s))xE(co) on the one point compactifica-

tion of the real line. A particle starting at x in the associated Markoff process

remains there for an exponential holding time and then jumps to oo, where

it remains. Therefore the sample functions of this Markoff process are not

continuous.

Results quite similar to Theorems 2 and 3 have been obtained by Ray

[9] and Kinney [7].

2. Semigroups and sample functions. Let X be a locally compact Haus-

dorff space, B(X) the Banach space of all real-valued bounded Borel-

measurable functions, with the norm ||/|| =supiex \f(x)\. Yet P', 0=^< oo,

be a family of operators on B(X) satisfying (1), (2), and (3). Let C(X) he the

subset of B(X) consisting of the continuous functions vanishing at infinity.

For each x in X, the mapping/—>P'/(x) for/in C(X) is a continuous, positive

linear functional. By the Riesz-Markoff theorem, there is a regular positive
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measure p'(x, ■) such that for all/in C(X),

(10) P'f(x)= jf(y)p'(x,dy).

By (2), p'(x, X)£l. The semigroups P' we are going to construct will have

the property that (10) holds for all/ in B(X). We assume this to be true in

the remainder of this section.

The function p'(x, ■) is called a sub-transition function. In case p'(x, X) = 1

for all t and x, it is called a transition function. In either case, the semigroup

property (1) of the P' implies that for all Borel sets E,

(11) p'+°(x, E) = J p'(y, E)y(x, dy).

Let X be the one-point compactification of X by the point oo. (In case X

itself is compact, oo is an isolated point adjoined to X.) If p' is a sub-transi-

tion function on X, let

p'(x,E) = p'(x,E), x* co, oo GF,

(12) ?«(*,{«}) = l-p'(x,X), x*<*,

p'(x>, E) = Xe(oo)

where xe denotes the characteristic function of the set E. Then p' will be

called the transition function associated with the sub-transition function p'.

The terminology is justified by the following lemma:

Lemma 2. The transition function p' associated with a sub-transition function

p' is a transition function.

Proof. Clearly, for each x in X, p'(x, •) is a regular positive measure on

X and p'(x, X) = 1. It remains to verify (11) for the p'. If x^ =o and oo GF,

this is (11) for the p'. Ii x^ oo, then

f P'(y, [™\)F(x,dy) =   j   (1 - p'(y, X))p°(x, dy) + £'(«, {oo })£»(*, { co })
J x J x

= p°(x, X) - p'+-(x, X) + l- p>(x, X) = p'+'(x, { co }).

Finally, f^p'(y, E)p"(<x>, dy)=p'(cc, E) =xb(cc) =p'+s(cc, E), concluding

the proof.

If the £*, 0^t< oo, on the probability space i2, S, Pr are the random vari-

ables of an X-valued Markoff process with transition function p(s, x; t, E)

= p'~*(x, E), we shall also call p'(x, E) its transition function. By a familiar

technique due to Kolmogoroff [8], we may show that in the present case

there actually is an X-valued Markoff process corresponding to a given sub-

transition function on X.
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Lemma 3. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, 12 = XTosi<» % the Cartesian

product space of all functions from [0, oo) to X, dt the ring generated by all

sets of the form

(13) £(0 = [co:co(/) EE}

where E is a Borel set in X. Let <R(h, • • • , tn) be the subring of 01 generated by

sets of the form E(ti), i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Finally, let Pr be a set function defined on

R such that the restriction of Pr to Oi(ti, ■ ■ ■ , t„) is a regular probability measure

for each n-tuple h, • • • , tH. Then Pr is a probability measure on fft, and so has

an extension to a probability measure on the a-ring S generated by dt.

Proof. The proof in [4, §49, Theorem A] for the case of X the unit interval

holds without change for the general case.

Corollary. If p' is a transition function on a compact Hausdorff space X,

then there is a probability space 12, S, Pr and an X-valued Alarkoff process £(

having p' as its transition function.

Proof. Let 12, S, 6i(h, • • • , t„) be as above. Let v be a probability measure

on X. Let Pi, • • • , En he Borel sets in X, let 0^/i< • • •  <t„, and define

Pr,(£i(/,) C\ ■ • • !~\ En(tn))

(14) =   L cfe(xo)  I    p'i(x0, dxi) • • ■    j     />'»-'»-i(x„_i,c7x„).
J X J Ei J En

This extends to a set function Pr, on R satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3.

If we define £((co) =co(/), then it is easily verified (cf. [l]) that the £, on

12, S, Pr, are a Markoff process with transition function pl.

3. Local diffusion. Throughout the remainder of this paper, X will be a

second-countable differentiable manifold of class C3, A a differential operator

such that for each x in X there is a coordinate system of class C3 near x

with respect to which A has the form (5), with the a'1, b{ of class C3 and o"

a positive definite matrix. A semigroup of operators P' on the space B(X) of

bounded real-valued measurable functions satisfying (1), (2), (3), (4), and

(10) will be called a diffusion semigroup or A-diffusion semigroup on X. A

Markoff process on the one-point compactification X of X with transition

function pl as in §2 will be called a diffusion process or A-diffusion process.

We wish to show, then, that corresponding to any such operator A there is an

A -diffusion semigroup. In this section, we solve the problem locally, for co-

ordinate neighborhoods, by means of the Hille-Yosida semigroup theory

[5; 13]. Then it is shown that a diffusion process may be restricted to an open

subset, and that if two of the A -diffusion processes already constructed are

restricted to a common open set they agree. In the next section these local

diffusions are pieced together to give a diffusion in the large.
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Theorem 4. Let B be the open unit sphere in Euclidean n-space, and let A

be given by (5) on an open set containing B, such that a'', b{ are of class C3 and

a'! is positive definite. Let the domain D of A consist of all functions f in the

Banach space C(B) of all real-valued continuous functions vanishing on the

boundary which can be extended to be of class C2 on an open set containing B

and such that Af is in C(B). Then the closure A of A as an unbounded operator

on C(B) exists and is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of bounded

operators P' converging strongly to the identity as t approaches 0.

Lemma 4. If fED and \>0 then

sup (f(x) — \Af(x)) £ sup/(x),
xeB xeB

inf (f(x) - XAf(x)) ̂  inf f(x).
xeB x(=B

Proof. If/has its maximum at y then, because of the fact that A is elliptic

and has no zero order term, Af(y)^0 and f(y) — \Af(y) £/(y) =sup/(x).

Similarly, if/has its minimum at z then Af(z) £0, and therefore/(z) —\Af(z)

=/(z) =inf/(x). If/has no maximum in B then/<0 on B, since / vanishes on

the boundary of B. Similarly, if/ has no minimum in B then/>0 on B. In

either case the desired relation holds because/—\Af vanishes on the bound-

ary of B.

Lemma 5. The closure A of A exists.

Proof. If the fn are in D and/„, Afn converge in C(B) to 0, h respectively

we need to show that h = 0. Then we may unambiguously define Af to be

lim Afn whenever this limit exists with lim /„ =/.

Let k be a function of class C2 with compact support in B, and let dx

denote re-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Then

/h(x)k(x)dx = lim    |   Af„(x)k(x)dx  = lim    I   fH(x)A'k(x)dx = 0.
B n—»°°   J B n—>w   J b

Since this holds for all such k, h = 0. Here A' is given by

A'f(x) =   E   (d2/dxidxi)(ai'(x)f(x)) - E (d/dxt)(¥(x)f(x)).
i,j=l 1 = 1

Lemma 6. The range of 1 — XA is dense in C(B) for all\>0.

Proof. Let g be a function of class C3 and compact support in B. Then if

/is a solution of class C3 of the equation (1 —\A)f=g in an open set containing

B it will have values of class C3 on the boundary of B. In [10, p. 277] it is

shown under weaker hypotheses that there is a solution h of (1— \A)h = 0

such that h =f on the boundary of B and such that the first and second par-

tial derivatives of h are continuous on B. Then f—h is a function in the do-
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main D of A such that (l—\A)(f—h)=g. But the functions g are dense in

C(B).
Proof of Theorem 4. By Yosida's theory of semigroups [13] these three

lemmas imply that A is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup of order

preserving contraction operators P' on C(B) such that P' converges strongly

to the identity at t = 0.

The proof on the whole follows Yosida's proof in [14] of a similar theorem

for B a compact manifold.

In what follows we shall always assume that the sample functions £((co) of

a diffusion process are chosen to be continuous, by Theorem 3.

Theorem 5. If P' is an A-diffusion semigroup on X with sample functions

£((co) then for every open subset U of X,

(15) pu(x, E) = Pr, ({co: £s(co) G U for 0 g s g I, {,(«) G E})

is the sub-transition function of an A-diffusion process on U. (Here Pr^ denotes

Pr„ with v the mass 1 concentrated at x.)

Proof. If / is a function of class C2 with compact support in U let K be a

compact subset of U containing the support of/in its interior. By the corol-

lary to Theorem 2, Pr, ({a: £s(co)G£7 for 0^5^/.}) = l-\-o(t) uniformly for x

in K. Therefore p'jj(x, E) =p'(x, E)-\-o(t) uniformly for x in AT, £ a subset of

K, and so P'uf(x) =P'f(x)+o(t), which implies that lim,i0 (l/t)(Ptvf(x) -f(x))

= Af(x) uniformly for x in K. Here (P'uf(x)=ff(y)p'u(x, dy).
Again by the corollary to Theorem 2, since the support of/ is in the inte-

rior of K, Ptvf(x)=P'f(x)+o(t), limU0 (l/t)(P{jf(x)-f(x))=0=Af(x) uni-
formly for x in U—K. Therefore pu is the sub-transition function of an A-

diffusion process on U.

We say that a set N separates two sets if they lie in different components

oiX-N.

Theorem 6. If p' is the sub-transition function of a Markoff process with

continuous sample functions £<(co) on X, if N is an open subset of X which sepa-

rates a set W from the support of a bounded measurable function /, then for all x

in W, \P'f(x)\ Ssupfc6*s„i |P'/(y)|.

Proof. For m = l, • ■ • , 2" let

4>(w, m) = {co: ?to/2«(co) G N, %tk/2»(w) G N for k < m\,
2a

<i>(w) =   U  <£(«, m),
m-l

oo

4- =   U   $(«).
re=l

Then since 4>(re, m) is in the ring generated by the t-t/2n, ■ ■ ■ , %tm/2n we have
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I   f /(*,(«))(* Pr, (co)
I J <t>(n,m)

= I  f        £{/(£«) | £(/2», • • • , £(m/2»} (co)cf Pr, (co)

= I  f        £{/($,) | &»/*•} («)<*Pr«(«)
I J 4>(n,m)

=     f        P'-(""/2n)/(£im/2»(co))^Pr,(co)   = Pr, (*(n,m))    sup     | Ps/()/) | .
I J <I>(n,m) veff;s£t

Since the <!>(«, w) for fixed w are disjoint and have 4>(w) as their union,

I/*(»)/(£<(«)¥ Pr*(w)| ^supyeN.ssit \P"f(y)\- Since the $(«) are an increasing

sequence of sets and have $ as their union,

I  f /(fc(«))dPr,(co)    =    sup     | P'/(y) | .

Finally, if £o(w) is in IF and £((co) is in the support of/ then co must be in

$ by continuity, since N separates IF from the support of / and is open.

Therefore for all x in IF, | P'/(x) | = | /«/(£,(co))rf Pr.(«) | ^suPirG.v.ss, | P'f(y) \.

Theorem 7. If B and A are as in Theorem 4, p' is the sub-transition function

given by Theorem 4, TJ is the unit sphere of a coordinate system of class C3 in

B, so that UEB, and p'y is defined by (15) then p'y is the sub-transition function

of the A-diffusion process on U given by Theorem 4. That is, Plv is a strongly

continuous semigroup on C( U) with infinitesimal generator the closure of A on

the domain D(U) of all functions f in C( U) which can be extended to be a function

of class C2 on an open set containing U and which is such that Af is in C(U).

Proof. Let 7J>o be the set of all functions of class C2 with compact support

contained in U. Let I be the Banach space of all functions which are uniform

limits of functions of the form P'rjf with / in 7J>0. The norm on 36 is the supre-

mum norm. By Theorem 5, p'u is the sub-transition function of a diffusion

process on TJ. Therefore P'r//converges to/ in 36 as t tends to 0. Since the P'u

are uniformly bounded in norm (they are all contraction operators) P'u is a

strongly continuous semigroup on 36. Let A be its infinitesimal generator.

Then A is some closed extension of the restriction of A to 7)0.

Let / be in 73(77). We wish to show that / is in the domain of A and

Af=Af.
Since / is in D( TJ) it may be extended to a function, also called /, of class

C2 with compact support in X.

Let Nj be a decreasing sequence of open sets whose intersection is the

boundary dTJ of TJ. ll for each j, <J)=$(A7J) is defined as in Theorem 6, then

as in the proof of Theorem 6, |/*(iVj)/(£((w))^ Pr*(w)| ^sup^A^s, |P"/(y)|.

If ^ is defined by 1F = nj $(Nj) then we have the inequality
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f /(£,(«))<* Pr, (co)   ^ inf      sup      | P'f(y) |   =    sup     | Fs/(y) | .
I J * j     velfj-,s^t yedU-s^t

The last equality holds because P* is a strongly continuous semigroup on

C(X), so that P*f(y) is jointly continuous in s and y.

Now t~1P'f(y) converges to 0 uniformly for y in d U since/is in the domain

D of Theorem 4 and Af(y) =0 for y in dU. Therefore f_1 sup„ear/;,sj | Psf(y) \

Ssupy^au-sit\s~1P'f(y)\^0 as t [ 0. Therefore limno /_1/*/(£«(&>)jd Pr,(w) =0

uniformly in x.

If ?o(w)G U and £8(co)G t7 for some 5 in the interval [0, t] then co is in SP

by continuity. Therefore for all x in U, r^P'ftx) -f(x)) -^(Puftx) -f(x))

= t~1(P'f(x) -P'uf(x)) =r%M,(o}))d Pr,(co)->0 uniformly for x in U. Hence

lim,| o t~1(P'uf(x) —f(x)) =Af(x) uniformly for x in U. That is, / is in the do-

main in A and Af = Af.
Let A be the closure of A on D(U), P' the semigroup it generates (by

Theorem 4), 7?x = (l— X^4)_1 for \>0. Since A is a closed operator Af=Af

ior all / in the domain of A. In particular for all g in C(U), ARxg = ARxg,

(l-\A)Rxg=g, and so (l-\A)-1g = Rxg ior all g in C(U). Since P'u is a

strongly continuous semigroup, P'ug = \imn~x, (Rt/n)ng = P'g, as is shown in

[5, p. 236], for all g in C(U). Therefore P'v maps C(U) into itself, P'u = P',

and A=A, concluding the proof.

4. Global diffusion.

Theorem 8. If X and A are as in §3 (i.e. X is a second countable differ-

entiable manifold of class C3 and A is a differential operator such that for each

x in X there is a coordinate system of class C3 near x with respect to which A

has the form (5) with the a1', 6' of class C3 and a1' a positive definite matrix) then

there is an A-diffusion semigroup on X. That is, there is a family of linear trans-

formations P', 0^t< oo , ore the space of bounded measurable functions satisfying

(1), (2), (3), (4), and (10).

If X is an open set in Euclidean space this is the existence theorem of

§0. The idea of the proof is simple. We merely let the diffusing particle

wander in each coordinate neighborhood according to the process established

in Theorem 4. Theorem 7 shows that the choice of coordinate neighborhood

about a given position does not matter. The unpleasant details follow.

Proof. Let X be given a Riemann metric of class C3. For each x in X if e

is a sufficiently small strictly positive number then U = Nt(x) will be a con-

vex coordinate neighborhood of class Cz whose closure is contained in a larger

coordinate neighborhood. Let 11 be a countable covering of X by such sets U.

Then the intersection of any two elements of 11 is either empty or is a convex

open set, and hence an open cell.

If U is in 11 let p'u he the sub-transition function on U given by Theorem 4.

Let U = U^J{ oo } be the one-point compactification of U. Then IToskm U
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is, by means of the obvious identification, a subset of 12 = IXos«M X (although

the topology on TJ is not that induced by considering TJ a subset of X). If £

is a Borel set in X, we will again define E(t) by (13), for 0=^< oo, and we

will again set £t(co) =ot(t) for all co in 12 and 0=^< oo. Let Pr(t7, x; •) be the

measure on 12 defined by (14), with p' replaced by p'u and v the mass 1 con-

centrated at x, xG TJ. By Theorem 3 and the second corollary to Theorem 1,

Pr(<7, x; •) may be extended to the cr-ring S(t7) generated by the E(t) with

£ a Borel subset of U and the set A(U) of co in 12 which are continuous func-

tions from [0, oo) to TJ, in such a way that Pr(77, x; A(U)) =1.

If 0^s<t, let A(s, /) consist of all co in 12 such that the restriction of co to

[s, t] is a continuous function from [s, t] to X. Let S(s, t) he the a-ring gen-

erated by sets of the form E(u)f~\A(s, t) where s^u^t and £ is a Borel set

in X. If TJ is an open subset of X, let

(16) 77(5, I) =    0    U(u) n AO?, t).

Since the intersection in (16) may be replaced by the intersection over the

(countable) set of rational u's in the interval [s, t], U(s, t) is in §,(TJ) if TJ is

in Tl. Let S(<7; s, t) be the <r-ring generated by sets of the form E(u)C\A(s, t)

where £ is a Borel subset of TJ, t7G0l. Then 8(77; s, t)E&(TJ), so that

Pr(t7, x; $) is defined for all 3> in S(77; s, t).

Let Uo, ■ ■ ■ , TJn-i, Un be in 01 and let 0=t0< ■ ■ • <tn-i<tn<tn+i = t.

Let xE TJo, and define the measure Pr, on S(£/0; 0, h) X • • • XS(TJn-i;tn~i, tn)

XS(<7„; tn, t) (which, by means of the natural identification, is a sub-o--ring

of S(0, t)) by

Pr, ($o X • • • X *„-i X *„-i)

=   I    Pr(Uo,x;duo) • ■ •   |      Pr(£/„_i,£<n_1(coB_2);dco„_i)

(17)

•    f   Pr(C„, {,.(«»_,); rfw.)

whenever 4>,GS((7i; U, ti+i) for i = 0, ■ • ■ , n.

First we show that if $GS(l/0; 0, h) X • • • XS(£/n; i„, /) and in addition

*GS(F0; 0, si)X • • • XS(Fm; sm, s) (where F0, • • • , Vm are in 01, xGF0,

and 0<si< • • • <sm<s) then the two definitions of Pr,($) agree. It suffices

to show that if 3>GS(t7; 0, u)r\S,(V; 0, u) then Pr(77, y; $) =Pr(F, y; $) for

all y in T/f^ F. Since Pr(Z7; y; •) and Pr(F, y; •) are induced by puv and py

respectively, it is enough to show that

(18)    Pr (77, y; (U H F)(0, u) H £(«)) = Pr (F, y; (C n F)(0, u) H £(«))

whenever yG Uf~\ V and £ is a Borel set contained in UT\ V. Now, by defini-

tion of 01, TJ(\V is an open cell, so that there is an increasing sequence of
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coordinate neighborhoods Wn of class C3 such that WnE U(~\ V and Un Wn

= UC\V. Let Vn=Wn(0, u)r\(EnWn)(u). Applying Theorem 7 twice, we

have that the left hand side of (18) is equal to

sup Pr([7, y; *„) = sup pwn(y,Er\ Wn) = sup Pr(F, y;^n),
n n n

which is the right hand side of (18).

Now S(U0;0,ti) X-X §>(Un;tn,t) is the <r-ring of subsets of

U0(0, ti)C\ ■ ■ ■ r\Un(tn, t) which are in S(0, /). We have just shown that

Pri(<S>) is independent of the set Uo(0, ti)(~\ ■ • ■ C\ Un(tn, t) containing <I>.

Furthermore, A(0, t) is the union of a countable number of sets of this form:

we take the union for all finite ordered sets { Uo, ■ ■■,£/»} of sets in 11 and

all rational h< ■ ■ ■ <tn<t. Hence Pr, may be extended to be a measure on

S(0, /). Now we shall define

(19) p'(x, E) = Pr, (E(l) r\ A(0, 0)

for all 0 ^t < oo, xEX, and Borel sets EEX. If / is a bounded Borel-measur-

able function on X, let

(20) F'/(x) = J/(£((co))<ZPr,(co).

Then (10) holds by definition, (3) holds since Pr, is a positive measure, and

(1) holds by (17). Also, Pr,(A(0, /))^1 since Pr,(A(0, t))^pD'0(x, Uo)

+pu'o(x, { oo }) = 1 by (17), so that (2) holds. It remains to prove (4).

Let / be a function of class C2 with compact support contained in some

U in 11. If we can show that (4) holds for such an/, it follows by taking a C2

partition of unity that (4) holds for all functions of class C2 with compact

support in X. But by the corollary to Theorem 2, if K is a compact subset of

U containing the support of/ in its interior then Pr(w, x; 7/(0, t)) = l-\-o(t)

uniformly for x in K. By definition, p'(x, E)^Pr(U, x; U(0, t))r\E(t) so

that p'(x, E)=p'v(x, E)-\-o(t) uniformly for x in K and EEU. Therefore

ff(y)P'(x,dy) - ff(y)p,a(x,dy) = o(t), lim,, o r»(P'/(*) - /(*)) = Af(x) uni-
formly for x in K. Now let Af be an open subset of K separating the support

of/ from X — K. By Theorem 6, |P'/(x)| ^supsejv;ssi |P*/(y)| for all x in

X — K. Since s~1Psf(y) converges to 0 uniformly for y in N, this implies that

t~1P'f(x) converges to 0 uniformly for x in X — K. Therefore

lim r\P'f{x) -f(x)) = Af(x)
ti o

uniformly for all x in X, and the theorem is proved.
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